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By suitably modifying the methods used by B. Djafari Rouhani (“Ergodic 
Theorems for Non-expansive Sequences in Hilbert Spaces and Related Problems,” 
Part I, pp. l-76, Thesis, Yale University, and “A New Proof of the weak Con- 
vergence Theorems for Non-expansive Sequences and Curves in Hilbert Spaces,” 
preprint, 1984) and by B. Djafari Rouhani and S. Kakutani (“Ergodic Theorems 
for Non-expansive Non-linear operators in a Hilbert Space,” preprint, 1984) we 
study the asymptotic behaviour of the quasi-autonomous dissipative system 
dujdt + Aus,f, where A is a monotone operator in a Hilbert space H and 
.f~ L’((0, + 00); H). Ii’) 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let H denote a real Hilbert space with inner product ( 1 ) and norm 11 11. 
We denote weak convergence in H by - and strong convergence by --t 
For notions concerning maximal monotone operators, weak solutions, 
etc., we refer to [S] without recalling the basic definitions. 
In [3, 5, 9, 11, 12, 26-28) the asymptotic behaviour of the autonomous 
dissipative system 
where A is a. maximal monotone operator in H and u,, E D(A), has been 
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studied, using the contraction semi-group (S(t)), so on D(A) generated by 
--A. Here we consider the quasi-autonomous dissipative system 
where A is a monotone operator in H, u0 E H, and f E L’( (0, + co); H) (or 
more generally, f-f, E L’((0, + co); H) for some fou E H). Under the 
assumption that (1) has a weak solution u(t) on [0, T] for every T> 0, we 
study the asymptotic behaviour of u(t) as t + + co, by suitably modifying 
the methods used in [14-171 for proving ergodic theorems for sequences 
and curves in H. 
In particular, we know (see [S]) that this assumption is satisfied if A is 
maximal monotone in H, and u,ED(A). 
We refer the reader to related results in Refs. [ 1, 2, 6, 7, 13, 19-22, 24, 
251. 
2. ERGODIC THEOREMS FOR SEQUENCES IN H 
Let (x,),20 be a sequence in H; let s, = (l/n) C::d xi. 
DEFINITION 2.1. The sequence (x,), a 0 is almost non-expansive 
(abbreviated ANES) if 
where 
Vi, j, k>O, Il~i+~-~i+~l12~lI~i-~,/12+~~~,~~, 
lim c(i, j) = 0. 
r,j- tcu 
Remark 2.2. (a) A non-expansive sequence (x,),~~ in H (i.e., 
Vi,j>O, IIx~+~-x,+~II d 11x,-x,11) is an ANES. 
(b) A bounded sequence (x,),~~ in H that satisfies Vi, j, k 2 0, 
IJx~+~-x~+~/I < llxi-xjII +.zl(i,j), where limi,j+m c,(i,j)=O, is an ANES. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Given a bounded sequence (x,),,, in H, the 
asymptotic centre c of (x,),~~ is defined as follows (see [9, 181); for every 
UEH let cp(u)=limsup,,, [Ix, - u/l*. Then cp is a continuous, strictly 
convex function on H, satisfying q(u) + ,,u,, _ +co + co. Thus cp achieves its 
minimum on H at a unique point c, called the asymptotic centre of the 
sequence (x, ), 2 o. 
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Notation 2.4. (a) w,( (x,), >,-J denotes the weak o-limit set of (x,),>~ 
(i.e.p .vEOw((X,),>0)03(nk)k~13X,,-k-aoY). 
(b) We denote by F((x,A~~), or for simplicity by F, the following 
subset (possibly empty) of H: 
F= (46 H/ lim 11x,, - 411 exists}. 
n-r +cc 
Note that if Ff 0 then the sequence (x,), a,, is bounded. 
LEMMA 2.5. F is a closed convex (possibly empty) subset of H. 
Proof: The closedness follows from the inequality 
1 Ilxn-d - Iixn+k- 411 I= I II&-4/l - II%I - qm II + II&I - qm II 
- Iixn+k-qmII + I/X,+k-qmIi - IIxn+k-d 1 
G I II& - 411 - lb, - qm II  + I lb, - qm II 
- Ilxn+k -qmII + /iXn+k-qm/I - llxn+k-d I 
6 211qm - 411 + 1 IIxn - qm I/ - IIxn+k - 4, II 1. 
The convexity follows from the equality 
Il~,-~~~,+~~--1~~~~~ll2=Il~~~,-~,~+~~-~~~~~,-~*~ll2 
=~211~n--4*l12+(1-42 IIJL-~2112 
+21(1-~)(x,-q,Ix,-q*) 
and 
wn-q1 Ix, -q2) = II?r--41 II2 + lb, -q2 II*- II41 -42 I/*. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. For an ANES (x,), aO in H, the weak limit p of any 
weakly convergent subsequence (s,,,,)~~, of s, (if any) belongs to F (i.e., 
lim n - + m lb, - PII exists). 
Proof. By suitably modifying the proof of Theorem 1 in [16] we get 
the inequality 
+f;f’ IiXk+m 
1=0 
-xiJ2+~~f’ E(k, i-m). 
,=??I 
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Let L‘ > 0 be given, and choose N, so that 
Then taking k 3 N,, and replacing n by m, and letting I+ + CC, we get 
Hence 
Vk>N,,, Vm> 1, I/Xk+?il -pI12b 11x,-pII*+&. 
lim sup lb,-PII Ilx,-Pl12+~, Vk3 N,. 
n-far: 
Thus 
lim sup I/x, - pll’ 6 lim inf IIx, - pll2 + E, V&>O, 
n-t +a: n- +3c 
which implies that lim, _ + m I/x, - pII exists, and therefore p E F. 
LEMMA 2.7. ZfP,,P2EFUndq,,q2Eo,~((x,),.,) then kP~l4~-q2) 
= 0. 
In particular, F n cOnv a,.( (x,),, 0) contains at most one point. 
Proof The proof is similar to that of Lemma 1 in [9]. Assume 
X nli -k ++m q1 and x,, - I- +3C q2 we have 
lim Ilxn-PiI12=(P(Pi) for i=l,2, n- +5 
and 
lI~n-P2112=Il%z-Pll12+llP*-P21/2+2(~,-PpIIP1-P2) 
thus 
cp(P2)=cp(P,)+ lIPI-P21/2+2(q,-PlIPl-P2) 
dP2)=dPJ+lIP1-P2112+2(42-P,IP,-P2). 
Hence by subtraction we get (ql -q21p, -p2) =O. 
THEOREM 2.8. Let (x,), a0 be an ANES in H. Then the following are 
equivalent : 
(i) F#@. 
(ii) lim inf, _ + 5 IIs, 11 < + co. 
(iii) s, converges weakly to p E H. 
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Moreover under these conditions we have: 
(4 mfiv ~w((xnL,o) n F= 1~). 
(b) p is the asymptotic centre of the sequence (x,),$,,. 
Proof. (i) * (ii): If F# $Z? then (x,),>~ is bounded, hence I/s, 11 is also 
bounded. 
(ii) * (iii): Assume lim inf, _ + 3. IIs, I/ < + co. Then since a Hilbert 
space is reflexive, s, has a weakly convergent sbsequence (s,,)~ $ i to some 
p E H. Let us prove that s, -n _ +cO p. In fact if there was another sub- 
sequence s,, -[+ + 3c q E H, then by Proposition 2.6 we have p E F and 
q E F. (Thus I/x,, IIis bounded.) Hence the sequence 
has a limit as k + + co. Thus lim,, +cD (xk 1 q-p) exists and therefore 
(pig-p)=(qlq-p), which implies (lq-pl(*=O and hence q=p. Hence, 
every weakly convergent subsequence of s, converges weakly to p, therefore 
(since IIs, 11 is bounded), s, converges weakly to p. 
(iii) => (i): This follows from Proposition 2.6 since p E E 
Let us now prove (a). We obviously have p E cOnv ~J(x,),,~) n F, and 
the conclusion follows from Lemma 2.7. 
Finally, let us prove (b). The proof is similar to that given in [9]. For 
every u E H, we have 
Since p E F, we have 
h lb,-PII*=cP(P), 
n-, +‘x 
therefore letting n + + cc we get that V u E H, 
4$P)G~VJ II&-4*- IIP-4*=~(u)- IIP-ul12. 
This implies that p is the asymptotic centre of (x,),>~. 
Remark 2.9. For an alternative proof of Theorem 2.8 see [l&17] or 
Lemma 4.3 in [23]. 
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PROPOSITION 2.10. Assu~ze (x,,), a 0 is an A NES in H which is weakl~~ 
asymptotically regular (i.e., s,,+ , -x,,-,,, + * 0) (abbreviated war. 
AN&S). Then w,.((x,~),,,,) c F (in particular w,((x,),~,,) # $3 = II-Y,, /I 
bounded). 
ProoJ By suitably modifying the proof of Theorem 2 in [ 161 we get 
the inequality 
+f”~‘~(k,n,+i-mj 
r=m 
+M(m,k) I n-l 
-+n ,C E(k,nj+i-ml), n r=m 
where M(m, k) is a constant depending only on m and k. Let E > 0 be 
given, and choose No so that 
Vi> N,, Vj2 N,, &(i,j) G 6 
Then taking k > N,, m >/ 1, n >, 1 fixed, and letting j + + 03, we get 
Now letting n-r-tco, we get Vk2NN,,Vm21, ~l~~+,~-p(~~< 
11.~~ - pJ\’ + E. Therefore by the same argument as in Proposition 2.6, we 
conclude that lim, _ + 53 l/x, - pII exists and thus p E F. 
THEOREM 2.11. Let (x,),,, be a w.a.r. ANES. Then the following are 
equivalent :
(ij F#@. 
(ii) lim inf,, +uo I/x,/ < i-co. 
(iii) X, converges weakly to p E H. 
Proof: (i) =s- (ii): If F# @ then /Ix,,]/ isbounded. 
(ii) =F- (iii): Assume lim inf, _ + ~ /lx, I( -C -I- co. Then since a Hilbert 
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space is reflexive, x, has a weakly convergent subsequence (x,~)~~, to 
some p E H. 
Now if x~~-~,+~PEH and x,,-I++ooqEH, then by Proposi- 
tion 2.10 we have p E F and q E F. Hence we must have q = p. This follows 
by the same argument as in Theorem 2.8 since lim, _ + a, (x, ) q - p) exists. 
Thus every weakly convergent subsequence of x, converges weakly to p, 
therefore (since (Ix, 11 is bounded), X, converges weakly to p. 
(iii) => (i): This follows from Proposition 2.10 since p E F. 
THEOREM 2.12. Let (x,),~~ he any sequence in H satisfying the following 
condition: limi, + m (x, 1 xitm) = a, exists uniformly in m > 0. Then 
s, = (l/n) C:$ xi converges strongly to the asymptotic centre of (x,), 20. 
Proof: This theorem is proved in [lo] and a simple proof is given in 
[14, 171. We have also found a direct short proof using the concept of an 
ANES and Theorem 2.8, which will be discussed in a subsequent paper. 
Thus, here we omit the proof. 
3. ERGODIC THEOREMS FOR CURVES IN H 
Let u E C( [0, + co [; H); in the sequel we refer to such u as a curve in H. 
Let a,= (l/T) jl u(t) dt. In this section we prove theorems for curves in H, 
similar to those for sequences proved in Section 2, by giving appropriate 
definitions for curves. Since the proofs are similar to those of Section 2, we 
will simply state the theorems and omit their proofs. 
DEFINITION 3.1. The curve (u(t)),> ,, is almost non-expansive 
(abbreviated ANEC), if 
Vr, s, h 3 0, Ilu(r+h)-u(s+h)I12d II~(~)---(s)(~~+E(~, s), 
where 
lim E(r, s) = 0. 
r..T- tn3 
Remark 3.2. (a) A non-expansive curve (u(t)), a0 (i.e., Vr, s, h >, 0, 
lju(r + h) - u(s + h)ll < IIu(r) - u(s)ll) isan ANEC. 
(b) A bounded curve (u(t)),,o that satisfies 
Vr, s, h > 0, IIu(r + h) - 4s + h)ll d Ilu(r) - u(s)11 + el(r, s), 
where lim r.s- +a0 E1(r, s)=O, is an ANEC. 
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DEFINITION 3.3. Given a bounded curve (u(t)), r,, in H, the asymptotic 
centre c of (~(r))~~-() is defined as follows (see [9, 181). For every YE H, let 
$(y) = lim sup, _ , * Ilu(t) - JI/~. Then $ is a continuous, strictly convex 
function on H, satisfying $(Js) ---f ,, ,, _ + r + ,CO. Then tjj achieves its mini- 
mum on H at a unique point c’ called the asymptotic centre of the curve 
(u(t)),3o. 
Notation 3.4. (a) wJ(~(t),~~) denotes the weak o-limit set of 
(4t)),30 (i.e., Y EW,.((U(t)),~“)03(nk)k~,3U(t,,)-k-+* Y). 
(b) We denote by F( (Gus ()), or for simplicity by F, the following 
subset (possibly empty) of H: F= (q E H/lim, _ + * llu(t) - q/1 exists}. Note 
that if F# 0, then the curve (u(z)),~~ is bounded. 
LEMMA 3.5. F is a closed convex (possibly empty) subset of H. 
Proof: Similar to Lemma 2.5. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. For un ANEC (u(t)),a,,, the weak limit p of any 
weakly convergent subsequence (o7,),a , of oT (if any) belongs to F (i.e., 
lim f + + 1 lldt) - pll exi.yts). 
Proof: Similar to Proposition 2.6, 
LEMMA 3.7. If A,P~EF and ql, q2Ed(4t)),,o) then (P?- p21 
q, -q2) =O. In particular, FnG o,((u(t))(>,,) contains at most one 
point. 
ProojY Similar to Lemma 2.7. 
THEOREM 3.8. Let (u(t)),a0 be an ANEC in H. Then the following are 
equivalent :
(i) F#la. 
(ii) lim inf,, +- /I(~~11 < + co. 
(iii) crT converges weakly to PE H, as T-+ + co. 
Moreover under these conditions we have: 
(a) ~w,((4t)),.dnF= (~1. 
(b) p is the asymptotic centre of the curve (u(t)),,,. 
Proof: Similar to Theorem 2.8. 
PROPOSITION 3.9. Assume (u(t)), a 0 is an ANEC in H which is weakly 
asymptotically regular (i.e., Vh > 0, u( t + h) - u(t) -, _ + o 0) (abbreviated 
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W.U.Y. ANEC). Then o,.((u(t)),,,) c F. (In particular o,,,((u(t)),,,) # (21* 
Ilu(t is bounded.) 
Proof: Similar to Proposition 2.10. 
THEOREM 3.10. Let (u(t))t20 he a w.a.r. ANEC. Then the following are 
equivulen t :
(i) FZ(25. 
(ii) lim inf,, += Ilu(t < + co. 
(iii) u(t) converges weakly to p E H as t + + co. 
Proof Similar to Theorem 2.11. 
THEOREM 3.11. Let (u(t))t20 he any curve in H satisfying the following 
condition: lim, _ + cL (u(t) Iu( t + h)) = cl(h) exists unzformly in h 2 0. Then 
oT= (l/T) flu(t) dt converges strongly as T-+ +co, to the asymptotic 
centre ofthe curve (u(t)),20. 
Proof Similar to Theorem 2.12. 
4. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR OF QUASI-AUTONOMOUS 
DISSIPATIVE SYSTEMS IN H 
In this section we consider the quasi-autonomous dissipative system 
40) = uo, 
where A is a monotone operator in H, u. E H, and f E L:,,( 0, + 00); H). 
We study the asymptotic behaviour of the weak solution (u(t)), ao of 
this equation (if any) under suitable conditions on f: (For example, 
f E L’((0, + 00 ); H), or more generally f-f, E L’( (0, + co ); H) for some 
J, EH.) 
We recall the following two classical emmas, and we refer to [g] for 
their proofs. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let A be a monotone operator in H, andf, ge L’((0, T); H); 
then if u and v are respectively weak solutions of the equations 
$+Augf and 
do 
x+Av3g on CO, U, 
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COROLLARY 4.2. Let A be a monotone operator in H, and 
f E L:,,( 0, + a); H). Then if u is a weak solution of the equation duldt + 
Au sJ; we have 
Vh>O,Vr>s>O, 
II4r+h)-dS+hH d Ilu(r)-+)ll +JJ+h llf(~+(r-~))-f(W de. 
s 
ProoJ: It is enough to apply Lemma 4.1 with g(t) =f(t + (r-s)) and 
o(t)=U(t+(r-s)). 
LEMMA 4.3. Let A be a maximal monotone operator in H; then 
Vf E L’((0, T); H), Vu, E D(A), there exists a unique weak solution u of the 
system (1) on [0, T]. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. If for every T > 0, u is a weak solution of the system 
(1) on [O, T], and if~up~,~ Ilu(t < +co and 
lim +sC 
I ilf(d+(r-s))---f(Wll de=& (*I s,r++m 5 r>9 
then the curve (u(t))lao is an ANEC in H.’ 
Proof This follows from Corollary 4.2 and Remark 3.2(b) by taking 
i 
j:” llflO+(r-s))-f(O)11 dd 
‘I(“‘)= s,T” Ilf(O+(s-r))-f(fl)ll dtl 
if r>s 
if s3r. 
We are now going to apply Theorems 3.8, 3.10, and 3.11 to study the 
asymptotic behaviour of the weak solution i (if any) of the system (1). 
THEOREM 4.5. If u is a weak solution of the system (1) on every interval 
[0, T], and satisfies sup,,,, Ilu(t < + 00, and if f - f, E L’((0, + co); H) 
for some f, E H, then a== (l/T) sl u(t) dt converges weakly to the 
asymptotic centre of the curve (u(t))lpO. 
ProoJ: This follows from Theorem 3.8 and Proposition 4.4. 
’ In particular (*) is satisfied if f~L’((0, +cc); H) or more generally 
f-f,~L’((0, +oo);H) for some,f,E H. 
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THEOREM 4.6. Zf u is a weak solution of the system (1) on every 
interval [0, T], and satisfies sup,>,, Ilu(t < + co and Vh 2 0, 
Nt+h)-u(t)-,++, 0, and iff-f,EL’((O, +co);H) for some f,EH, 
then u(t) converges weakly as t + + 0~) to the asymptotic centre of the curve 
(4t))*>o. 
ProoJ: This follows from Theorem 3.10 and Proposition 4.4. 
THEOREM 4.7. Zf u is a weak solution of the system (1) on every interval 
[0, T], and satisfies lim,, += (u(t) 1 u(t + h)) = cc(h) exists unzformly in 
h L 0, then aT= (l/T) jr u(t) dt converges strongly as T -+ + 03, to the 
asymptotic centre of the curve (u(t))lSO. 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.11. 
Remark 4.8. (a) In Theorems 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7, the existence (and 
uniqueness) of the weak solution u of the system (1) on every interval 
[0, T] is guaranteed (by Lemma 4.3) when A is maximal monotone in H 
and u0 E D( A ). 
(b) In Theorems 4.5 and 4.6, strong convergence may not occur; see 
c41. 
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